1. What does " / " mean in Recommendation 2? OR or AND?

Option 1: OR
Language OR script must be identified?

Option 2: AND
Language AND script must be identified?

2. How are scripts to be identified?

Option 1: Unicode script property (automated detection)
Optional provision for entities who wish to populate script data for RFC 5646 subtag

Option 2: RFC 5646 script subtag (moved to optional provision subsequent to Option 2.1)

2(a). How is script data to be obtained?
Option 1: Inferred by registrar or registry?
Option 2: Provided by registrant?

3. How are languages to be identified?

RFC 5646 subtag

3(a). How is language data to be obtained?
Option 1: Inferred by registrar or registry?
Option 2: Provided by registrant?
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